Introduction: Cancer treatment using functionalized vehicles in order to block involved genes has attracted a remarkable interest. In this study, we investigated the cellular uptake and cytotoxic effects of three sizes of anti Bcl-2 DNAi-conjugated gold nanoparticles by MCF-7 cells. Methods: Three different sizes of gold nanoparticles were synthesized by citrate reduction method and after characterization, the nanoparticles were functionalized by Bcl-2 targeted DNAi. Cell internalization of the nanoparticles was analyzed by atomic absorption spectroscopy and light microscopy. The cytotoxic effects of the nanoparticles were investigated by MTT assay, flow cytometry and RT-PCR of the target gene. Results: While poor cell internalization of bare gold nanoparticles was observed, the results demonstrated that cellular uptake of DNAi-conjugated gold nanoparticles is completely sizedependent, and the largest nanoparticle (~42 nm) revealed the highest internalization rate compared to other sizes (~14 and~26 nm). Experimental findings showed that the DNAiconjugated gold nanoparticles induced apoptotic pathway by silencing of the targeted Bcl-2 gene. In addition, supplementary theoretical studies demonstrated that the 42 nm DNAiconjugated gold nanoparticles have great photothermal conversion efficiency for treatment under external illumination and these nanoparticles can be induced further cytotoxic effect by approximately 10°C temperature elevations. Conclusion: Remarkable photothermal properties of DNAi-conjugated 42 nm Au-NPs in parallel with their high cell internalization and cytotoxic effects introduce them as potential dual functional anticancer nanosystems.
Introduction
Cancer, one of the world's leading causes of death, is assisted by the improper expression of genes that regulate the cell cycle. Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women in which the treatment sufficiently depends on several parameters like the cancer type, extent of disease, and the age of patient. 1 The ability to change the normal pathway of apoptosis is a distinct property of cancer cells. A variety of chemotherapeutic drugs act on the elimination of target cells through activating common apoptotic pathways. 2 In most types of cancers, resistance to drug-induced apoptosis usually develops and leads to generation of chemotherapy-resistant cancer cells. 3 Hence, efficient induction of apoptosis is a crucial approach for treatment of all the cancers. 4, 5 Bcl-2 protein family is a key regulator of cell death by suppressing or promoting apoptosis [6] [7] [8] The Bcl-2 family is subdivided into two categories: antiapoptotic proteins (Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Mcl-1, Bcl-w, and A-1), and proapoptotic proteins (Bax, Bak, Bik, Bad, Bid, HRK, BMF, NOXA, and PUMA). 9 Bcl-2 oncogene is overexpressed in a wide range of human cancers including breast cancer cells. 10 Based on the extensive evidences, it has been shown that by inhibition of Bcl-2 gene the cancer cells could be sensitized to standard therapies, 11 hence highlighting the significance of Bcl-2 oncogene as a potential therapeutic target in various human cancers. 12 Nucleic acid-based drugs represent promising future therapeutics to target pathways and molecules involved in cancer and other genetic disorders. 13, 14 Plasmids 15 and minivector DNAs 16 can be implemented to repair defective genes, whilst small interfering RNA (siRNA) 17 can be used to inhibit the expression of a specific messenger RNA (mRNA) exerting gene-silencing effects. 12, 18, 19 A novel approach to inhibit transcription, termed DNA interference (DNAi), has been introduced by Rodrigueza et.al. 12, 20 DNAis are single stranded sequences, 20-34 bases long, tailored to bind to upstream DNA sequences of transcription initiation site. Hybridization of the DNAi oligonucleotide to its target region results in gene expression modulation at mRNA and protein levels. 12, 21 Nucleic acid-based drugs require delivery vehicles capable of protecting its cargo from nucleases and delivering it to the target site. 22 Cationic lipids and polymers as non-viral gene vectors have been used to form complexes with negatively charged DNA by means of electrostatic interactions. 23 Inorganic nanoparticles 24 as delivery vehicles offer several advantages to traditional vectors, such as tunable sizes and surface properties, multifunctional capabilities, and the ability to transfer the physical properties of the metal core to the medium. 25 Gold nanoparticles (Au-NPs), in particular, exhibit several features making them suitable carriers of "Nucleic acid-based" drugs. [26] [27] [28] [29] For instance, Au-NPs can be synthesized in a scalable fashion with low size dispersity. 30 Moreover, several functional groups such as nucleic acids and targeting agents could be placed on the particle's surface resulting in functional diversity. 31, 32 Finally, the size and surface properties of Au-NPs can be easily modulated, 33 which in turn influence their cytotoxicity, biodistribution 34 and their in vivo excretion properties. 35 The interactions between conjugated Au-NPs and cell membranes have been suggested to govern bioavailability and efficiency of NPs internalization into the cancer cells. 36 It has been shown that the uptake pattern depends on several parameters like the size, shape and surface chemistry of Au-NPs and the type of the cells. [37] [38] [39] [40] For instance, there are some positively charged regions on the cell surface, which could facilitate the uptake of negatively charged nanoparticles, and influence the entry rate into the cell. 41 Theoretical calculations on spherical nanoparticles demonstrated that the maximal uptake rate by the cells occurred in the case of nanoparticle with the sizes of 50 nm. 42 Also, some researchers investigated the interactions of different NPs with cell membranes and revealed that functionalized NPs with the sizes less than 100 nm enter the cells through clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway. 37 Au-NPs due to their relatively low toxicity have attracted remarkable interest for photothermal therapy (PTT) of cancers. 43 These NPs can act as efficient convertors of optical energy to thermal energy at the nanoscale times, especially when the optical excitation frequency is in resonance with their localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). 44 The temperature around and within a single Au-NP is related to its absorption cross-section and it can reach to a few tens of degrees. 45, 46 The rate of heat dissipations through particle−medium interfaces depends on the surrounding medium, particle size, surface chemistry and power of the illuminating laser sources. 47 When the NPs have functionalized with thermally sensitive molecules such as proteins and DNA, characterization of thermal dissipation is essential. 48 In this study, Au-NPs with the sizes of~14,~26, and~42 nm conjugated with anti-Bcl-2 DNAi were efficiently delivered into MCF-7 cells ( Figure 1 ). The largest size of the DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs (~42 nm) exhibited the most internalization rate, and the most toxicity against breast 
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International Journal of Nanomedicine 2020:15 cancer cells. Further experiment performed to investigate the mechanism of cell death. The findings suggested that the anticancer effects of the DNAi conjugated Au-NPs were completely tuned by the size of nanoparticles. The results of the current work propose a new approach in efficient delivery of anti-Bcl-2 DNAi loaded Au-NPs to the breast cancer cells. Finally, we theoretically investigated the potential photothermal properties of DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs. 
Materials and Methods

Reagents and Materials
Statistical Analysis
Experimental data were plotted from three independent experiments and errors were presented as the mean standard deviation. Significance of differences between mean deviations was assessed using t-test; statistical significance of P values is shown as * for P values<0.05, ** for P values <0.01, *** for P values <0.001 and **** for P values <0.0001.
Synthesis of Citrate Stabilized Au-NPs in Different Sizes
Citrate-stabilized Au-NPs were synthesized using seededgrowth method. 50 At first, in order to synthesize gold seeds, sodium citrate aqueous solution (150 mL, 2.2 mM) was heated to boiling point. The reaction was conducted in a 250 mL three-necked round-bottomed flask which was connected to a condenser and placed in a hot oil bath. After continuous heating for 15 min under vigorous stirring, HAuCl 4 solution (1 mL, 25 mM) was quickly injected into the flask. The color of the solution changed from yellow to bluish gray and then to soft red. After 15 min, the solution was cooled slowly to 90°C and the resulting NPs were used as seeds. These nanoparticles (~14 nm) are coated with citrate ions and have negative surface potential. In order to synthesize Au-NPs of larger sizes, sodium citrate (1 mL, 60 mM) and HAuCl 4 solution (1 mL, 25 mM) were injected into the above-mentioned seed solution. After 30 min at 90°C, Au-NPs with~26 nm diameter were obtained. Au-NPs with the size of~42 nm were prepared by repeating the addition of sodium citrate (1 mL, 60 mM) and HAuCl 4 solution (1 mL, 25 mM) to seed solution for three times, and continuing the heating for 30 min at 90°C. The resulting Au-NP colloidal solutions were left undisturbed overnight and then stored at 4°C.
Functionalization of Gold Nanoparticles with DNAi
The synthesized Au-NPs were centrifuged for 10 min at 4°C (14 nm and 26 nm Au-NPs, 10,000g and 42 nm Au-NPs, 3500 g) and then were re-dispersed in Millipore water. The modification of Au-NPs with oligonucleotides was done based on Liu and Lu method. 51 First, thiolated oligonucleotides (100 μM, 5 μL) were treated with freshly prepared TCEP solution (10 mM, 5μL) and shaken gently for 1h at room temperature. Then, 500 μL of the prepared Au-NPs with various sizes was separately added to TCEPtreated thiolated DNAi and non-specific DNA. All tubes wrapped in foil and incubated on an orbital shaker at room temperature for at least 16h. Then, phosphate buffer (100 mM pH 7) was added to the Au-NPs solution to obtain a final phosphate buffer concentration of 9 mM. Subsequently, SDS was added to the reaction to reach the final SDS concentration of~0.1% and shaking was continued for 30 more min. The salting buffer (2 M NaCl in 10 mM PBS pH 7) was divided into six doses, which were added drop wisely to the reaction over the time course of 9h to reach the final concentration of 0.1 M NaCl in each sample. After the last step of salt addition, the solution was allowed to equilibrate for 1h and then the modified Au-NPs were collected by centrifugation and redispersed in the same volume of salting buffer (10 mM NaCl in 10 mM PBS pH7). At the end of the procedure, well-functionalized Au-NPs have the same red color as freshly synthesized unmodified Au-NPs. DNA-conjugated Au-NPs remain stable at 4°C for at least 2 months.
Physicochemical Properties of Au-NPs
UV-Vis absorption spectra of Au-NPs were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer 25 UV-Vis spectrometer in the wavelength range of 200 to 800 nm, with the resolution of 0.5 nm. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) imaging was done with Zeiss-EM10C electron microscope at 100 kV. Samples were prepared by drop casting of the colloidal solution onto a Formvar-carbon coated Cu grid with 300 meshes and dried at room temperature. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) analysis was performed by a Zetasizer Nano Series device (Malvern), which is equipped with a 633 nm He-Ne laser at the angle of 173°. The hydrodynamic diameter, polydispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential values were measured by the DLS device. The electrophoretic mobility of DNAi-conjugated and bare Au-NPs on 1.5% Agarose gel were compared.
In order to assess the efficiency of modification of Au-NPs by DNAi, functionalized Au-NPs were precipitated by centrifugation and the absorbance of the supernatant was measured at 260 nm. Beer-Lambert's Law (A=εcl) was used to determine the concentration of free DNAi in supernatant, where ε is the molar absorptivity of DNA (0.027 mL (μg) −1 (cm) −1 ).
Cytotoxicity Assay of DNAi Conjugated Au-NPs
Cytotoxic effects of the Au-NPs were assessed by MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (Sigma Aldrich) tetrazolium reduction assay. MCF-7 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 10 5 cells/well, and allowed to grow under standard mammalian cell culture conditions. Then, the cells were treated with the 0.02 nM (particle concentration) of bare, DNAi conjugated Au-NPs of various sizes (14, 26 and 42 nm), non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs and also 8µM of doxorubicin, in serum-free culture medium for 1h. Subsequently, 10 µL of MTT solution (5 mg/mL in PBS) was added to each well and the plates were incubated for 3h at 37°C. Later on, the media were aspirated and 50 µL DMSO were added to dissolve the formazan crystals. Finally, an ELISA (μQuant, BIOTEK) plate reader instrument was used to quantify the absorbance of the samples at 570 nm.
Cell Uptake of Au-NPs MCF-7 cells were grown at the density of 2×10 5 cells/well in 12-well plates under standard cell culture conditions. The following day, the culture media were replaced with fresh medium, and treated with 0.02 nM bare, DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs of various sizes (14, 26 and 42 nm), and non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs with the size of 42 nm, for 1h. At the end of the treatment period, each well was washed three times with PBS. Subsequently, cells were incubated with 250 µL of the I 2 : KI etching solution (0.34:2.04 mM) for 5 mins at room temperature. The etching solution was removed and each well was washed with 500 µL deionized distilled water. 52 The cells were trypsinized (0.25% Trypsin-EDTA 1X, BIO-IDEA) at room temperature for 5 mins, and then equal volume of fetal bovine serum was added for trypsin inactivation. Detached cells were collected by centrifugation at 110 g for 5 mins. Then, the cells were lysed using a hypotonic solution (HEPES 10 mM, MgCl 2 1.5 mM, KCl 10 mM, DTT 0.5 mM). The uptake of bare, DNAi-conjugated and non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs by MCF-7 cells was quantified by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) (Shimadzu AA-670).
Inverted Phase-Contrast Microscopy
To investigate the localization of the bare and DNAconjugated Au-NPs in MCF-7 cells, the treated cells were viewed using an inverted phase-contrast microscope (Axiophote, Zeiss, Germany) and photographed using a Nikon camera attached to the microscope. Right before imaging, the cells were incubated with 250 µL of the I 2 : KI etching solution (0.34:2.04 mM) for 5 mins at room temperature. The etching solution was removed, and the cells were washed with 500 µL of deionized distilled water. The images were captured at 80 X magnification.
Annexin-V/PI Dual Staining Assay
Quantitative assessment of apoptosis was performed by flowcytometry using fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) tagged Annexin V in conjunction with Propidium Iodide (BioLegend, San Diego, USA). Briefly, 70% confluent MCF-7 cells in 12-well plates (2×105 cells/well), in triplicates, were separately treated with the 0.02 nM of bare, DNAi-conjugated, non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs of various sizes and with 8µM doxorubicin for 1h. After the treatment, the exposure media were collected and the cells were trypsinized and centrifuged at 4°C, 296 g for 5 mins. The cells were resuspended in the exposure media and collected by centrifugation at 4°C, 300g for 5 mins. The cells were washed twice with cold BioLegend cell staining buffer, and resuspended in Annexin V Binding Buffer to reach the cell density of 100 cells/mL. Subsequently, 5 µL of FITC Annexin V and 10 µL of PI solution was added to 100 µL of cell suspension followed by incubation at room temperature for 15 min in the dark. Finally, 400 μL Annexin V Binding Buffer was added to each test tube and analysis of the cells was performed immediately using an automated multicolor Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences, USA). The number of events has been set to 10,000. Results were analyzed using Flowing 2.5.1 software.
RNA Isolation and Real-Time PCR Analysis
MCF-7 cells were cultured at the density of 2×10 5 cells/well in 12-well plates in triplicates. The next day, cells were treated with DNAi-conjugated, non-specific DNA-conjugated and bare Au-NPs for 1h. Total RNA was extracted from treated cells using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instruction. Residual DNA was removed by DNase I (Fermentase) treatment. SYBR Premix Kit (Biofact, Korea, Cat#DQ385-10h) and
Step One™ system (Applied Biosystems, USA) were used to perform quantitative RT-PCR of Bcl-2. Forward and reverse primers for Bcl-2 (NM_000657.2) were 5ʹ-ACTTCGCCGAGATGTCCAGC -3ʹ and 5ʹ-TACAGTTCCACAAAGGCATCCCAG −3ʹ, respectively, and the forward and reverse primers for GAPDH (NM_002046.3) were 5ʹ-GCCACATCGCTCAGA CAC-3ʹ and 5ʹ-GGCAACAATATCCACTTTACCAG −3ʹ, respectively. Reactions were performed at 95°C for 15 min followed by 40 cycles of amplification (at 95°C for 10s, at 60°C for 25s and at 72°C for 30s). Melting curve stage was done at 95°C → 60°C (+0.3°C).
Calculation Method for Photothermal Efficiency
Based on the quantum size effect in NPs with sizes less than mean free path of electrons, a modified size-dependent dielectric function was considered. 53 Then, the absorption cross-section of spherical NPs was calculated by Mie theory. Finally, temperature increase of NPs by external illumination was calculated based on the results of Baffou, et al. 46 
Results and Discussion
Although it was shown theoretically that the optimal size of NPs for cell internalization is about 50 nm, 42 there are discrepancies between experimental results about the sizedependency of NPs cell internalization. 38, [54] [55] [56] Here in, we examined cell internalization of DNAi-conjugated NPs with the sizes of~14,~26, and~42 nm in diameter and the cytotoxic effects of these drug delivery nanosystems on MCF-7 cells were compared.
Functionalization and Characterization of NPs
The synthesized colloidal Au-NPs (14, 26, 42 nm) are stable because of the electrostatic repulsion between their surface negative charges due to capping of NPs by citrate ions. The loosely bound citrate layers could be easily exchanged with thiolated nucleic acid strands; their binding energy to the gold surface is~45 kcal/mol. 50 Figure 2 demonstrates the relating plasmonic peaks of the bare and conjugated Au-NPs at three different sizes.
Compared to the bare counterparts, the grafting of oligonucleotides on the surface of NPs resulted in a red shift of around 2, 1, and 2 nm for nanoparticles with sizes 14, 26, 42 nm, respectively. The observed red shift in the absorption spectra can be attributed to the changes in the dielectric properties of the surrounding medium, by functionalization of Au-NPs with DNAi ( Figure 2 ). 51 Furthermore, the presence of oligonucleotides on the surface of Au-NPs increases the surface negative charge and lead to more stability of the colloidal nanoparticles ( Figure 2D ). The negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA effectively protects nanoparticles against aggregation at high concentrations of salt. 57 While, addition of the same amount of salting buffer to bare NPs diminished the repulsive forces. 58 The size and morphology of DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs were examined by TEM and DLS method. TEM results clearly showed the monodisperse spherical Au-NPs with mean diameters of 13.64, 25.36, and 41.84 nm for samples denoted as 14 nm, 26 nm, and 42 nm, respectively. The results obtained using DLS (Table 1 ) are in consistent with TEM images confirming the narrow size distribution of the synthesized nanoparticles ( Figure 3) The electrophoretic mobility of the synthesized nanoparticles on agarose gel was studied. As seen in Figure 4A , compared to the bare Au-NPs DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs exhibited different electrophoretic pattern and moved faster on agarose gel confirming the conjugation of DNAi on the surfaces of the nanoparticles. Electrophoretic migration is dependent on the charge and size of the particles. 59 An increase in size and/or negative charge as a result of DNAi-functionalization changes the migration profiles. 60 Figure 2D shows that DNAi-capped Au-NPs have an increased negative charge compared to bare Au-NP. As shown in Figure 4A , the smallest DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs, due to high ratio of surface charge to size, have the highest electrophoretic mobility. 
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conjugated NPs compared to their 42 nm counterpart is related to their different surface charge density. The higher ratio of surface charge to size for 42 nm conjugated NPs has led to its more electrophoretic mobility. In another experiment, the conjugation efficiencies of DNAi to Au-NPs at different sizes were compared. In this regard, after the final step of conjugation procedure, all samples were collected by centrifugation and the amount of unbound DNA in supernatant was determined by measuring the absorbance of the supernatants at 260 nm. The number of Au-NPs in each sample was estimated from the gold atom concentration determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), average diameter of NPs based on TEM image and the geometrical calculations of the number of gold atoms in each NP. Figure 4B demonstrates the ratio of DNAi/particle for all three sizes of the NPs. As expected, the ratio of DNAi/Particle is the highest for 42 nm Au-NPs that provide the largest surface. Interestingly, the amount of DNAi per surface area (number of DNA strands/NP surface area) was calculated as 0.076, 0.346, and 0.758 (number/nm 2 ) for 14, 26, and 42 nm Au-NPs, respectively. These findings show that the 42 nm NPs could be more efficiently conjugated to DNA.
Cytotoxic Effects of DNAi-Conjugated Au-NPs
Au-NPs can impose some levels of toxicity to biological systems. This toxicity is largely influenced by their characteristics such as their shape, size and surface chemistry. 61 The DNAi loaded on the surface of Au-NPs is hypothesized to induce apoptosis through targeting Bcl-2 expression. In this study, MCF-7 cells were treated by DNAi-conjugated Au-NP and the viability of the cells was assessed by MTT assay ( Figure 5A NPs was shown to be dose-dependent ( Figure 5B and C) . It is noteworthy that all the three different size of the bare Au-NPs exhibited almost the same level of cytotoxicity to the cells.
Cell Internalization of the NPs
It is believed that there are some positively charged patches in the cell membrane which facilitate the uptake of negatively charged nanoparticles. 41 The adhesion of Au-NPs to the cell membranes strongly depends on the surface charge of nanoparticles and the type of the cells. 52 MCF-7 cells were treated with the bare and DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs in different sizes and with non-specific DNA-conjugated 42 nm Au-NPs at a concentration of 0.02 nM for 1h. At the end of the treatment period, the cells were washed with the etching solution to eliminate the adsorbed NPs on the surface of the cells. Then, cell internalization of the Au-NPs was investigated and quantified by AAS. Our results demonstrate that cellular uptake of DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs was much higher in comparison with their bare Au-NPs counterparts (Figure 6a ). DNAi presumably plays a critical role in cell internalization of the NPs. Furthermore, the largest DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs (42 nm) were internalized at higher amount (~30%) in comparison with the other two DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs (14 nm and 26 nm), which were internalized at almost equal amount (~10%). The 42 nm non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs were internalized to the cells with the efficiency of~25%, that is approximately similar to the DNAi-conjugated NPs internalization rate.
Considering the highest concentration of the conjugated DNAi on the surface of the largest NPs (42 nm) ( Figure 4B ), and the highest rate of cell internalization of these NPs (Figure 6A ), the superior cytotoxicity of these NPs can be explained. It should be emphasized that the observed effect is not merely dependent on the NPs' size, since all the bare NPs generally exhibited low internalization rate in comparison with their DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs counterparts ( Figure 6A ). Despite the remarkable internalization of non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs in the cells, the cytotoxicity effects of these NPs were not significant.
To further investigate the internalization of the Au-NPs the treated cells were observed by an inverted phase-contrast microscopy. Au-NPs exhibit strong light scattering property which could be used as a powerful contrasting agent in their intracellular localization. For this purpose the cells were treated with 42 nm bare and DNA-conjugated Au-NPs and at the end of the treatment period, the cells were washed with the etching solution to eliminate the adsorbed NPs on the surface of the cells. Figure 6B clearly demonstrated that MCF-7 cells took up much more DNA-conjugated Au-NPs than bare NPs. Cell internalization followed by endosomal escape are definitely the most challenging barriers for drug delivery. For instance, lipid nanoparticles loaded with siRNA exhibit low efficiency (1-2%) in escaping from endosomes and delivering their cargo into the cytosol. 62 However, inorganic nanoparticles densely coated with highly oriented oligonucleotides designated as polyvalent nucleic acidnanoparticles, represent one of the possible solutions for overcoming these problems. 63, 64 To date, investigations on cells (more than 50 cell lines, including primary cells) show that polyvalent nucleic acid-nanoparticles characterized with highly negative charge (zeta potential <-30 mV), do not need transfection agents or further surface functionalization to enter cells. Moreover, it has been assessed DNA surface density is directly proportional to the rate of cellular uptake of these particles; higher DNA densities lead to elevated rates of cellular uptake. 65 In addition, extensive evidence exists in support of the fact that high densities of DNA results in the recruitment of scavenger receptors, facilitating endocytosis of the nanoparticle. 65, 66 Furthermore, the enzymatic degradation of the nucleic acid conjugates is inhibited as a result of the ion cloud accompanying the shell of densely packed oligonucleotide as well as the steric inhibition at the surface of the nanoparticle. 67, 68 Apoptosis Induction by DNAi-Conjugated Au-NPs
As the Bcl-2 DNAi is supposed to induce apoptosis, the mechanism of the cell death induced by DNAi-conjugated and non-specific DNA-conjugated Au-NPs was investigated by Annexin V/PI staining of the cells followed by flowcytometry. As shown in Figure 7A , treatment of the cells with 42 nm DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs has led to 76.21% apoptotic cells, which is significantly higher than the bare 42 nm Au-NPs treated group. Therefore, blocking Bcl-2 anti-apoptotic proteins can promote apoptosis and suppress the growth of the cancer cells. Also, treatment of the cells with the non-specific DNA-conjugated demonstrated 70% live cells, which is comparable with the effect of the bare NPs. The percentages of apoptotic cells are depicted in Figure 7B . Gene silencing function of DNAi-conjugated 42 nm Au-NPs was further assessed at the mRNA level using RT-PCR. Results shown in Figure 7C indicated that the 42 nm DNAiconjugated 42 nm Au-NPs significantly diminished the expression of Bcl-2 gene compared to bare NPs. Exposure to 0.01 and 0.02 nM of DNAi-conjugated NPs causes a concentration-dependent decrease in the relative expression of Bcl-2 gene. To the best of our knowledge, few reports exist on DNAidelivery to the cell with the aim of suppressing the transcription of target genes. 12, 20, 49, 69 For instance, Rodrigueza et al 12 reported efficient antiproliferative activity of the PNT100 DNAi through silencing of Bcl-2 gene. Liposomes were utilized to deliver PNT100to breast and melanoma cell lines where 67-76% and 42-65% of growth inhibition were achieved, respectively, at 10μM of PNT 100 after 72h. In a separate study, Al-Katib et al presented an enhanced liposomal formulation of PNT 100, designated PNT2258. Exposure of follicular small cleaved cell lymphoma (WSU-FSCCL) cells to 2.5μM of PNT2258 successfully downregulated the Bcl-2 mRNA level and protein expression, resulting in the activation of apoptotic pathways in WSU-FSCCL cells 48h following transfection. 20 In the present study, prominent Bcl-2 gene silencing in MCF-7 cells was observed by treatment at 0.02 nM of DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs for 1h. By considering the number of DNAi bound to the surface of each NP ( Figure 4B ), the working concentration of DNAi for 14, 26, and 42 nm conjugated NPs are 0.94, 14.5, and 84 nM, respectively. The presented data here introduced the synthesized DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs as a powerful candidate for silencing of Bcl-2 gene.
Size-Tunable Photothermal Conversion Efficiencies of Gold Nanoparticles
Metal NPs irradiated at resonant frequencies dissipate energy into heat with a high efficiency. The distinct properties of Au-NPs like low toxicity in cells have also led to the development of photothermal therapy for cancer treatment. Since the selected DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs efficiently indicated drug delivery results, we investigated theoretically potential of these NPs for photothermal therapy in cancer treatment. Conjugated spherical Au-NPs under external illumination can contribute to confine the temperature increment at the close vicinity of the NPs. Therefore, these NPs can provide local heating of cancer cells without heating of the surrounding healthy cells. 70 Based on the enhanced absorbance cross-sections of metal nanoparticles, 71 the temperature around and within a single Au-NP could be up to a few tens degrees. 45 In this study, based on the result of ref., 46 a single spherical Au-NPs with radius of R immersed in water and due to the hydrophilic nature and negative charge of DNA, a perfect interface conductivity was assumed. The degradation temperature of DNA changes in dry or aqueous surrounding medium. 59 In aqueous solution, the DNA degradation temperature is 100-110°C. 59 Therefore, we considered DNAi-conjugated Au-NPs, with no degradation, to be uniformly illuminated by continuous wave (cw) green laser (532 nm wavelength) with the irradiance (I) of 1 mW/µm 2.45 From the energy conservation equation and considering boundary conditions at the gold water interface in the steady state regime, we can obtain the temperature increment inside and outside of the NP as follows: 46
where P 0 is the heat power dissipated in the NP, γ ¼ κ gold =κ w % 558 is a dimensionless constant in which κ w ¼ 0:563w=m K is the thermal conductivity of water, and κ gold ¼ 314w=m K is the thermal conductivity of gold.
Also, λ k ¼ κ w =gR is a dimensionless constant in which g is the interface conductivity. Due to infinite conductivity of DNA on the surface, λ k was set to zero. As γ ) 1, one can usually consider the inside temperature of NP is uniform and equals to the following equation: 46
where σ abs is the optical absorption cross-section of NP that can be obtained from Mie theory as follows: 53
where σ ext an σ scat d are the extinction and scattering crosssection, respectively. The scattering coefficients a n and b n are:
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argument in the parentheses. The size parameter x and the relative refractive index m are obtained as:
with n sphere and n medium as the refractive indices of the Au-NP and its surrounding medium, respectively. Also, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, µL and µ are the permeability coefficients of the NP and the surrounding medium, which both are assumed to be unity (a reasonable assumption for the high frequencies in the visible region).
is the size-dependent refractive index of nanoparticles with sizes less than mean free path of electron (for gold 42 nm), that ε ω; R ð Þ is modification of the Drude dielectric model for Au-NP with the quantum size effects. 53 Therefore, the size-dependent dielectric function for nanoparticles can be obtained from:
where ε JC is the dielectric function obtained from the Johnson-Christy experiment, 72 and ω p ¼ 9:08eV is the bulk plasma frequency and γ free ¼ 0:0708eV is the damping constant of the electrons, 72 ω p R ð Þ and γ R ð Þ are the sizedependent plasma frequency and damping term, respectively. It should be mentioned that ε ω ð Þ ¼ ε JC ω ð Þ was used for nanoparticles with sizes larger than mean free path of electron (2R > 42 nm). In the following, the Mie theory (Eq. 3) will be used whenever a calculation of the absorption crosssection is required. Figure 8A demonstrates the absorption and scattering cross-sections of different sizes of Au-NPs calculated at resonance wavelength with incident light (532 nm). Au-NPs with diameter larger than 100 nm, due to the increment of scattering cross-section, have no efficiency for photothermal purposes. As shown in Figure 8A , the NPs with diameter approximately 100 nm have comparable absorption and scattering cross-section. Therefore, we introduced an efficiency factor as η ¼ σ abs =σ scat for heating of Au-NPs under external illumination. This parameter was calculated for different sizes in Figure 8B . Owing to the high heating efficiency of NPs with sizes smaller than 50 nm, these NPs can efficiently absorb remarkable portion of external illumination. During the light absorption process, distribution of oscillating electrons changes very fast at a time scale of τ e~1 00 fs. 46 In this time scale, the electrons of NP experience a nonequilibrium state, while the temperature of the lattice (phonons) remains unchanged. The oscillating electrons of the nanoparticles transfer the kinetic energy into heat through the particle lattice or other electrons. 45 The electron−phonon scattering time is at the scale of 1.7 ps, and this interaction is size-independent. While phonon−phonon interactions with the surrounding medium happen at a time scale of 100−380 ps. 45 As the NP return to its initial temperature, heat dissipation through particle−medium interfaces is dependent on the medium, particle size, and laser source. 47 The steady-state temperature of different Au-NPs under cw illumination by using Eq. 1 was calculated and presented in Figure 9 .
For nanoparticles with sizes smaller than 40 nm (sizes comparable with mean free path of electrons in gold), the size effect or collisions of electrons act as an important factor influencing the heat transfer. Also, the optimal diameter of NPs for efficient heating induced by a femtosecond-pulsed illumination was suggested to be 40 nm. 46 Figure 9 demonstrates the promising potential of Au-NPs with sizes smaller than 50 nm for photothermal treatment of cancer cells. Among the selected NPs in this study, the highest temperature increment was shown on the surface of DNAiconjugated 42 nm Au-NPs. This property in parallel with the high cell internalization and cytotoxic effects of DNAiconjugated 42 nm Au-NPs introduce them as potential dual functional anticancer nanosystems.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the efficiency of a specific DNAi on silencing of Bcl-2 gene expression by using different sizes of spherical Au-NPs as the carriers was investigated. The experimental findings demonstrate that the designed nanosystem can efficiently induce apoptosis in MCF-7 cells. In addition to the superior cytotoxic properties of the functionalized 42nm Au-NPs against breast cancer cells, considerable photothermal properties are expected for this size of Au-NPs, supported by the theoretical plasmonic calculations. Consequently, our finding suggests that the DNAi-conjugated 42 nm Au-NPs might be a promising therapeutic element for breast cancer treatment. published, and agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work.
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